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Overview of talk

• Critical overview of regression-based 
prediction models in the clinical literature

• Critical overview of machine learning for 
clinical (risk) prediction

• (Some) concerns
• Comparative studies
• Reporting



Interest in prediction



Diagnostic / Prognostic models

Collins et al. Ann Intern Med 2015; 162: 55-63



Clinical Prediction Models

• Aim is to combine multiple patient characteristics to predict the probability
of a health outcome
– Diagnostic
– Prognostic

• Increasingly recommended in (NICE) Clinical Guidelines
– E.g. QRISK, ABCD2, FRAX, Blatchford, SAPS, APACHE, NPI

• Most existing models are typically developed using regression based 
approaches (logistic, Cox)

• Widely available (to both the public and healthcare professionals) on 
websites, and smartphone apps
– Little (current) regulation -> slowly seeing movement in this area



iPhone: Framingham Risk Score





NICE Clinical Guidelines

▸QRISK (NICE CG 67)
▸10-year risk of developing cardiovascular disease

▸Nottingham prognostic index (NICE CG80)
▸ risk of recurrence and overall survival in breast cancer patients

▸GRACE / PURSUIT / PREDICT / TIMI (NICE CG94)
▸adverse CVD outcomes (mortality, MI, stroke etc…) for patients with 

UA/NSTEMI
▸APGAR (NICE CG132/2)
▸evaluate the prognosis of a newborn baby

▸SAPS / APACHE (NICE CG50)
▸ ICU scoring systems for predicting mortality

▸CRB65/CURB65 (NICE CG191)
▸Pneumonia

▸FRAX / QFracture (NICE fragility risk short guideline)
▸10-year risk of developing osteoporotic & hip fracture



Published reviews

‣ >1000 models predicting outcomes in CVD (Wessler 2017) 

‣ 363 models predicting future CVD risk (Damen 2016)

‣ 263 models in obstetrics (Kleinrouweler 2016)

‣ >200 models for covid-19 (Wynants 2020)

‣ 111 models for prostate cancer (Shariat 2006)

‣ 102 models for TBI (Perel 2006)

‣ 83 models for stroke (Counsell 2001)

‣ 54 models for breast cancer (Altman 2009)

‣ 43 models for type 2 diabetes (Collins 2011

• POOR QUALITY STUDIES

• POORLY REPORTED

• MOST HAVE NOT BEEN VALIDATED

• MOST ARE NOT BEING USED

• RESEARCH WASTE



Pointless prediction models



Pointless prediction models



Pointless prediction models

prediction models



Methodological shortcomings (I)

‣ Missing data rarely mentioned
‣ often an exclusion criteria (though often not specified)
‣ complete-case usually carried out

‣ Range of continuous predictors rarely reported
‣ Useful to set-out who the model is intended for

‣ Models often not reported in full (nor link to any code)
‣ intercept missing (logistic regression); baseline survival missing (cox 

regression)
‣ why build a model and not provide sufficient information for others to 

use it, including evaluating it on other data?



Methodological shortcomings (II)
• Small sample size (number of events); EPV<10 => overfitting

• Recent developments in sample size†
• Large number of candidate predictors
• Calibration rarely assessed

• not reported in 46% (Bouwmeester: general medical journals) to 85% studies 
(Altman: cancer)

• Dichotomisation / categorisation of continuous predictors
• 63% studies (Collins: diabetes); 70% studies (Mallet: cancer)

• Previously published models often ignored - waste?
• Inadequate or no validation

• reliance on (inefficient) random-split to validate
• Meaningless / limited (external) validation (based on convenience data)

• Lack of comparing competing models (or unfair comparisons)
• Unsurprisingly (and fortunately) very few models are used

† Riley et al 2019/2020; van Smeden et al 2016/2018



Poor reporting

• Number of events often difficult to identify
– candidate predictors (and number) not always easy to find

• Insufficient information to report EPV (events-per-variable)
– 40% of studies (Mallett 2010; Collins 2011)

• How candidate predictors were selected
– unclear in 25% studies (Bouwmeester 2012)

• How the multivariable model was derived
– unclear in 77% of studies in cancer (Mallet 2010)



C

• 16% of studies failed to cite the original article developing the model (N.B. >360 
models for incident CVD)

• 60% of studies failed to make/discuss any case-mix comparison

• Tend to be small (few events) (48% < 100 events)
• 100 events is the current sample size recommendation for validation (Van Calster 

et al 2016, Collins et al 2016) [for assessing calibration]

• Missing data rarely mentioned (54%)
• 64% conducted complete-case analyses (not always explicit)
• 9% used multiple imputation

• Overwhelming focus only on discrimination 
• 73% of external validation studies evaluated discrimination; only 32% assessed 

calibration; 24% presented ‘blank’ ROC curves (no cut-points labelled)

Collins et al, BMC Med Res Methodol 2014



Wasting space

• 3 uninformative ROC curves 
• No (informative) calibration curve

=> this is a reporting issue





TRIPOD Statement





(8) Sample size

(9) Missing data

(15a) Model presentation

(16) Performance measures with CI

(7b) Blinding





Pre (’12-’14) and post TRIPOD (’16-’17)

• No discernible improvement in 
reporting

• But improvements in assessment of 
model performance
• Calibration (21% vs 87%)

• Handling of missing data, e.g., 
multiple imputation (12% versus 50%)

• Limitations: Small sample size, short 
post TRIPOD time frame



Why is clear and transparent 
reporting important?

“If reporting is inadequate — namely, information is 
missing, incomplete or ambiguous — assumptions 
have to be made, and, as a result, important findings 
could be missed and not acted upon.” 

[Needleman et al, J Dent Res 2008]



“Good reporting is not an 
optional extra; it is an 

essential component of 
research”

Altman et al. Open Med 2008





Interest in ‘machine learning’

What is machine learning? (Uninteresting question) - Always sparks ‘debate’ 
between machine learners and statisticians 



Interest in machine learning

• Growing interest/enthusiasm in using machine learning for predicting 
health outcomes
– Google have weighed in by using ML/deep learning to predict outcomes using 

electronic health records data (Rajkomar et al, NPJ Dig Med 2018)

• Typical off-the-shelf methods include
– Random forests
– Gradient boosted machines
– Support vector machines
– Neural networks
– (Regression models with/without penalisation)?

• Claims are that they offer flexibility in
– Capturing nonlinearities and higher order interactions
– Good at handling high-dimensional data
– Yet frequently used in low-dimensional settings



Classification is not prediction

• We’re seeing an overemphasis on classification

• Prediction (for diagnosis/prognosis) is about getting an individualised 
probability/risk of the outcome of interest (e.g., what is my risk of developing 
CVD over the next 10 years)

• Classification is placing an individual in a class/group
• e.g., dead/alive, disease/no disease
• (creates unnecessary problems such as ‘class imbalance’)

• We typically are (or should be) more interested in prediction
• We can act on an predicted risk

• e.g., send a patient for further testing or monitor
• We can intervene to modify that risk (e.g., stop smoking)
• Communicate this risk to the patient

https://www.fharrell.com/post/classification/



Class imbalance

Original (simulated) data set had event fraction of 16%



Class imbalance





Reporting of machine learning models*

*To be submitted shortly



Reporting of machine learning models

• 62 studies (prognostic models) in oncology published in 2019: 
48 development, 14 development with external validation
• Author defined ‘machine learning’

• 48 binary outcome; 2 multinomial, 1 continuous and 11 time-
to-event

• 36 predict risk 👍; 25 classify patients 👎, 1 unclear! 😕

• Mixture of Neural networks, random forests, CART, SVM, 
cox/logistic/linear regression(+/-penalisation), GBM, ensemble 
methods, …



Adherence to TRIPOD



Digression: Are we inadvertently creating 
an opportunity for scientific fraud?

Consider the following hypothetical scenario…

– A model has been developed 
• maybe multiple models for (and an unfair) comparison

– A paper has been prepared describing their development
– None of the models are presented in the paper
– The models are not made available in a software repository 

(e.g., via Github)
– The paper describes your favourite model as having 

excellent predictive accuracy
– The paper is published



Reporting deficiencies 

• Item 4b - study dates

• Item 8 - Sample size

• Item 10b - model 
building/internal validation

• Item 13b - characteristics of 
participants

• Item 15a - model availability

• Item 16 - performance 
measures with CIs



Risk of bias assessment









Caption



Logistic regression vs. Machine learning



What we found

• 71 studies comprising 
282 comparisons (low-
dimensional settings)

• Median sample size 1250 
(range 72 to ~4m)

• Median no. of candidate 
predictors 19 (range 5-
563)

• EPP (0.3 to 6697)



What we found

• Key details often inadequately described, including
– Handling of continuous variables (for logistic regression)

• 66% were unclear on how they were handled (including whether nonlinear 
associations were handled); 23% categorised all continuous variables

– Interactions
• 89% of studies did not explicitly mentioned where interactions were considered for 

the logistic regression models
– Handling of missing data

• 45% were unclear on how missing data were handled; 23% performed complete-
case

– Tuning of hyperparameters
• 50% were unclear on how the tuning parameters were determined

– Model performance
• 90% of studies reported an assessment of model discrimination
• 79% did not mention calibration (and for those that did, it was done based on 

grouping)





Meta-analysis of the AUC

• 282 comparisons between LR and ML models
– AUC ranged between 0.52 and 0.97 (logistic regression)
– AUC ranged between 0.58 and 0.99 (machine learning)

• 145 comparisons (51%) classified as low risk of bias
– logit(AUC) difference 0 (95% CI -0.18 to 0.18)

• 137 comparisons (51%) classified as high/unclear risk 
of bias
– logit(AUC) difference 0.34 (95% CI 0.20 to 0.47) [in 

favour of ML]

NB: logit(AUC) used to circumvent the bounded nature of the AUC



Favours MLFavours LR



Low RoB (cyan), High RoB (red)





Machine learning: comparative studies

• Characterised (often) by unfair comparisons
– Expertise bias (domain knowledge)

• Nothing new: Duin (1996), Salzberg (1997), 
Hand (2006)

• Researcher typically favours one approach 
over another

– Software default values used?

– (often incorrect) focus on classification
• Do we want to classify individuals as to 

whether they experience a CVD event within 
10 years, or are we interested in the 
probability of experiencing a CVD event 
within 10 years?

– Inadequate assessment of model performance

=>High risk of bias



Importance of fair comparisons

Boulesteix et al, Biom J, 2017 Morris et al, Stat Med, 2018



Evaluating performance of machine 
learning
• Traditional prediction model literature is relatively clear on key aspects to 

assess model performance, namely
– Discrimination (separation of individuals with/out event)
– Calibration (accuracy of predictions)
– Clinical utility (decision curve analysis)

• Calibration often ignored in the ‘traditional prediction model’ literature (and 
often evaluated poorly)

• Calibration rarely assessed in the ML prediction literature (and often 
evaluated poorly)
– Often as a consequence of focusing on classification
– Calibration often has a different meaning in ML prediction literature

• In ML: recall (sensitivity)/precision (PPV), F-scores
– Requiring some dichotomisation of the predicted outcome (often at the 0.5 

probability threshold) => creates the so-called class-imbalance problem
– Be very sceptical when you see very high AUCs - particularly those that are 

substantially higher for one method compared to another



Machine learning

• No one approach is likely to be universally ‘best’

• Need to think about setting, context and moment of 
implementation
• A machine learning model with many predictors (the 

situations where it is claimed to have usefulness) 
unlikely to be useful in many settings

• Need to think about mechanisms for independent 
evaluation and expect this as routine practice

• ‘Validations’ should be meaningful



TRIPOD for machine learning/AI



TRIPOD challenge: availability

• Models based on regression can typically be written down
– Regression coefficients + intercept/baseline survival
– Allows independent researchers to validate and recalibrate (to their 

setting)
• ML are typically ‘black-box’

– We can’t write down a Random Forest
• How can independent researchers evaluate these models?
• Impact on reproducibility

– Issues of proprietary
• Protecting scientific innovation?
• Commercial exploitation, profit? Big Pharma => Big tech?



Model availability + independent 
evaluation
e.g., 
• Make it available on a repository (e.g., 

GitHub)
• Grant access to get predictions for 

your data set
• Gain access to the code by setting-up 

non-disclosure agreements 









Harmonisation of two languages

Slide taken from Maarten van Smeden, Biometrischen Kolloquium, 2020



Consensus statement 

• Delphi about to be launched 
• Interested in participating in the Delphi then 

contact me

• Anticipate TRIPOD-AI to be not too dissimilar 
to the original TRIPOD

• Biggest difference will be in the terminology, 
examples, and methods guidance



Last few slides…a missed opportunity?



An opportunity to take centre(ish) stage, 
but…



Update 3 (1-July-2020)

• 169 studies describing 232 prediction models
• 7 risk scores, 118 diagnostic; 107 prognostic
• Mixture of modelling procedures

• Reported c-index values ranged from 
• 0.71 to 0.99 (risk scores)
• 0.65 to 0.99 (diagnostic models)
• 0.54 to 0.99 (prognostic models)

• Calibration rarely assessed (and often incorrectly)

• Bottom line: 226 at high risk of bias; 6 at unclear risk of bias



Some concerns

• Inappropriate or unclear study design

• Selection of controls often unclear

• Proxy outcomes (e.g., hospital admission due to severe respiratory disease - absence of 
covid-19 patients)

• Dichotomisation of continuous predictors

• Inappropriate in- or exclusion of study participants
• Participants excluded because they did not experience the outcome by the end of the 

study

• Predictor measurements also part of the outcome

• Lack of internal or external validation; small to modest sample size; overfitting

• Other issues (not part of the RoB assessment) include changing populations (case-mix)





Predicting covid mortality

Sample size 
- n=279
- #events= 7

No calibration

Guan et al, Ann Med 2021



Letters to the editor



Noteworthy covid-19 prediction models



covidprecise.org

http://covidprecise.org


Summary - crisis?

• Glass half empty
• Deluge of low quality, poorly reported prediction 

models shows no sign of abating -> research waste
• Not learning (enough) from earlier mistakes / concerns
• Potential to cause harm

• Glass half full
• Few models actually being used -> patients not being 

potentially harmed
• Interest in prediction at an all time high -> we will get it 

right more often (I hope) -> improve patient outcomes



Machine learning and AI for 
patient benefit



Scandal of Poor Medical Research

Altman BMJ 1994


